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Porcelain has had its important role in gastronomy 
all around the world for centuries. For specific 
needs of hotels and restaurants, products with 
sophisticated shapes and elegant design were 
developed.



IF YOU REALLY DO LOVE

caffeine.....
Billions of people start the day with a cup of coffee or tea. There is also large 
portion of people who prefer drinking mate, especially in South America, Syria
and Lebanon. There are different tastes, smells, colours and methods of brewing
of these beverages. If you want to know which one is best suited for your taste, 
keep reading. Coffee, mate and tea contain caffeine. Tea contains more caffeine 
than coffee by dry weight. In general, one serving of coffee ranges from 80
to 125 mg for a cup of coffee, mainly depending on the brewing method. Caffeine 
constitutes about 3% of tea’s dry weight, translating to between 30-90 mg per 250 
ml cup, also depending on type, brand, and brewing method of tea. Mate has less 
than 80 mg of caffeine in each cup compared to a cup of coffee or tea.

Along with water, tea is the most 
popular drink in the world. It is 
usually prepared by pouring hot
or boiling water over leaves
of the Camellia sinensis. Tea plant, 
an evergreen bush native to East 
Asia, originated in the southwest
of China. At first, tea was used
as a medicinal drink, but it soon 
became very popular drink 
throughout China and other Asian 
countries.      

We all know the benefi ts of 
drinking tea. By many, green tea 
is considered to be the healthiest 
beverage on the planet. Green 
tea is not the only one with health 
benefi ts out there - there are also 
white and black teas. You can drink 
rooibos tea, pu-erh tea, herbal tea 
with lemon and sugar or earl gray 
with milk. The most special is the 
fl owering (or blooming) tea. When 
the boiling water is poured over
the tea ball, this tiny ball unravels 
into a beautiful fl ower-like bloom.    

Tea may be consumed early in 
the morning to gently heighten 
alertness. It contains caff eine, 
L-theanine and theophylline. Herbal 
teas are also marked as teas, 
but they are free of tea leaves. 
However, they can help to lower 
blood presure if drinking regularly. 
Chamomile tea promotes sleep and 
peppermint tea may calm an upset 
stomach. Due to numerous health 
benefi ts, tea is considered to be
a superfood and can be consumed 
safely at any time during the day.     

TEA



COFFEE

The diff erence between tea and 
mate is in the method of brewing. 
While tea is mostly prepared 
with boiling water, mate needs 
hot water at max 70-85°C, never 
boiling. It is prepared by steeping 
dried leaves of yerba mate in hot 
water and is served with a metal 
straw from a hollow gourd. The 
most common preparation involves 
a careful arrangement of the yerba 
within the gourd before adding 
hot water. With this method, the 
gourd is fi rst fi lled half to three-
quarters of the way with yerba. Any 
additional herbs or sugar and honey 
can be added. 

Mate is traditionally drunk in
a particular social setting such as 
family gatherings or with a group
of friends. The same gourd with
a straw is shared by everyone. 

Once the hot water is added,
mate is ready to drink. Yerba
mate provides the body with
a very strong stimulants, coming 
from theobromine, xanthines and 
theophylline found in the leaves. 
It contains various vitamins and 
minerals important to human 
health, such as vitamins A, B, C, E, 
iron and calcium. 

MATE

Coff ee is prepared from roasted 
coff ee beans. The Coff ea plant 
is native to Africa but nowadays 
is cultivated in more than 70 
countries around the world, 
especially in Southern America, 
Southeast Asia, India and Africa.  
The two most commonly grown 
beans are the highly regarded 
arabica, and the stronger and more 
sturdy robusta.

Coff ee can be served in diff erent 
ways. Drip-brewed, percolated,
or French-pressed. The easiest 
way is the espresso-based coff ee 
you can get in every cafe as a basic 
form of coff ee served on its own
or with sugar and milk. Milk is added 
in various form to an espresso. 
Steamed milk makes a caff ee latte, 
milk froth makes a cappuccino. 
Coff ee can be combined with 
whiskey too, commonly known
as Irish coff ee. It forms the base
of alcoholic coff ee liqueurs such
as Kahlúa.

    
Coff ee is full of vitamins such
as ribofl avin, vitamin B, C, E and 
K and minerals such as calcium, 
iron and magnesium. The brewing 
method is up to individual.



1 Coff ee Cup 450422 + Coff ee Saucer 450423   2 Coff ee Cup 450148 + Saucer Universal 450129
3 Espresso Cup 450030 + Espresso Saucer 450017   4 Sugar-/Marmelade Pot 450053   5 Creamer 450054
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/ Coff ee Cup 450422
     Coff ee Saucer 450423  

„Cheers
to a cup
of coffee.”



OATS

SOAKING

FLAVOURINGS

FRUITS & NUTS

DAIRY

The original recipe uses rolled oats 
but feel free to use a mix
of oats and other grains, such 
as rye fl akes and wheat.The 
proportion of oats to fruit diff ers 
from person to person, but the 
amount of about 25g of oats per 
person is a common serving size. 

The oats must be soaked before 
use, best overnight, but there are 
recipes that consider 10-15 minutes 
to be enough. While it’s no disaster 
if you haven’t got your act in gear 
the night before, the softer texture 
of a long soak is defi nitely
prefered. The original recipe
of Bircher-Benner soaks the oats 
in water, Jamie Oliver uses apple 
juice, Yotam Ottolenghi prefers 
the mixture of milk and apple juice. 
Orange juice can be used instead 
of water and 2:1 ratio of milk and 
double cream is also recommended. 
    

The original recipe is fl avoured 
with lemon juice. Vanilla essence 
is used as well, but most people 
prefer honey. Fruit compote, 
seeds, poached fruit and granola 
is also used, but if you’ve added 
enough apple in the fi rst place, this 
shouldn’t be necessary. Embrace 
the Swiss simplicity.
    

The original recipe of Bircher-
Benner contained apples as the 
only fruit. These days, muesli off er 
all kinds of fruit combinations- 
pears, apricots, cranberries or 
cherries, golden raisins, blueberries, 
coconut, fresh or dried, it’s all up to 
you. You can also add nuts- original 
recipe used chopped hazelnuts, but 
you can use almonds or any other 
type to your liking. 

Muesli goes hand in hand with dairy 
products. Use yoghurt, milk, creme 
fraiche, double cream, condensed 
milk, or any combination from these 
options to your personal taste.     



HOW TO MAKE THE PERFECT

BIRCHER MUESLI

The original bircher muesli is an 
invention of Maximilian Bircher-
Benner, a Swiss doctor and 
nutritionist who developed it for 
patients at his Zurich sanatorium. 
Muesli became more and more 
popular and nowadays, many
of people couldn’t imagine their 
breakfast without a bowl of bircher 
muesli. 

If you wonder how you could make 
muesli even better and more 
tasteful, read the following tips.    

As you may know, eating muesli, and not just for breakfast, has its benefits 
in many ways. Many Swiss don’t consider breakfast to be complete without 
one of the many varieties of muesli. In Switzerland, it is favored to eat 
muesli for lunch as well. The Swiss people also have it as a snack throughout 
the day, sometimes served in coffee shops with a slice of wallnut bread. 
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1 Egg Plate 450736   2 Colour Mug Set 490821  3 Fondue Plate Square 450093
4 Lion Head Small 451002   5 Bowl 450179



/ Egg Plate 450736 

is a popular Swiss national 
dish. Traditionally, this was 

a simple peasant dish made with just two ingredients 
and it used to be eaten for breakfast with a cup of 
white coffee. Nowadays, rösti is widespread worldwide. 
You can find it being served in many restaurants as 
a side dish, but it’s just as perfect as a main meal. 
The traditional basic recipe consists of potatoes and 
butter, plus salt and black pepper to season. Throughout 
years, many versions of this dish popped up around the 
world with extra ingredients added such as fried bacon 
bits, onion, cheese or chive, but the original recipe still 
stands strong in its simplicity and taste. You can use 
goose fat instead of butter or you can use the mixture 
of both. This makes the rösti extra crispy and golden.

RÖSTI 



7 INTERESTINGG FFACTS ABOUT

Olive oil, technically, is a fruit juice. 
Olives are pressed to release their 
juices, just like oranges, lemons and 
other fruits are.

On average, olive tree can live for over 
500 years. But the legends say there are 
much older olive trees in the world. One 
of them, Olive Tree of Vouves, located 
on the Island of Crete, Greece, is 
believed to be at least 2.000 to 3.000 
years old.

2
4

Olive oil is a fat obtained from
the fruit of the Olea europaea

(olive tree).

The olive flower is small and white
with feathery texture and nice odor.

Olive branch is a symbol of peace. 

All olives start out green
and then turn black

or a dark purple as they ripen.
Can be dark brown,

too and even pink colour.
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Olive trees are harvested
for the first time after 15 years.
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1 Bowl Square 451009   2 Soup Cup With 2 Handles 450046 + Saucer Universal 450415
3 Pasta Plate 450086   4 Pizza Plate 450009   5 Ramequin 450105



/ Bowl Square 451009 

Did you know
the olive is
not a vegetable?
It’s a fruit.





THE TRUTH ABOUT

FORTUNE 
COOKIES

Where do they come from? Are they Chinese? Japanese? You may be surprised 
to learn that fortune cookies were not invented in China or Japan. Like chop suey, 
fortune cookies were invented in the USA.

There are two versions of story about the 
fortune cookies invention. The fi rst one tells 
us about Makoto Hagiwara, a Japanese man 
living in San Francisco. Makoto Hagiwara 
was a gardener who designed Japanese Tea 
Garden in Golden Gate Park. Unfortunately, 
he lost his job because of an anti-Japanese 
mayor in charge around the turn of the 
century. Some time later a new mayor 
reinstated him, but Hagiwara's life was quite 
diffi  cult during that period. When he got his 
job back, he felt really grateful to those who 
had stood by him during the time of hardship. 
He wanted to thank these people in diff erent 
way, so he created a cookie that contained 
a thank you note inside and passed them out 
to those who helped him in Japanese Tea 
Garden. It was in 1914 and since then, fortune 
cookies have been served here regularly.

Another story is about David Jung, a Chinese founder 
of Hong Kong Noodle Company, living in Los Angels. 
He claimed that he is an inventor of the typical fortune 
cookie and he invented it in 1918. David Jung was very 
concerned about the poor because he saw them 
wandering near his shop every day. He wanted to help 
a little, so he started to bake cookies with inspirational 
Bible quotations written in strip of paper inside and 
passed them out for free on the streets of Los Angeles.

Both of these stories are nice and inspirational but nobody 
knows which one is true. Japanese have similar tradition 
in their culture. In Kyoto, Japan there‘s a Japanese temple 
tradition of randon fortunes, called o-mikuji. O-mikuji 
are randon fortunes written on strips of paper at shrines 
and temples in Japan. You can receive one from a box for 
fi ve-yen coin, hoping the fortune message will be good. 
Fortune cookies, while maybe an American item, have 
been served in Chinese restaurants all around the world.    
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1 Round Bowl 450076   2 Dip Dish 451004   3 Square Plate 450407
4 Gravy Boat 451003   5 Rectangular Plate 450739



/ Round Bowl 450076 

„Reis“ 

”زرألا„

„рис”

„Ryža”
„RICE”

„Rijst”

„飯”

„Riso”„米”

„ρύζι”

„Riisi”



450424 · Espresso Cup 9 cl
450425 · Espresso Saucer ∅12 cm

450028 · Coff ee Cup 20 cl
450019 · Saucer Universal ∅16 cm

450146 · Coff ee Cup 25 cl
450129 · Saucer Universal ∅14.5 cm

450145 · Tea Cup 25 cl
450129 · Saucer Universal ∅14.5 cm

450126 · Espresso Cup 9 cl
450127 · Espresso Saucer ∅12.5 cm

450128 · Coff ee Cup 18 cl
450129 · Saucer Universal ∅14.5 cm

450035 · Coff ee Mug 30 cl
450019 · Saucer Universal ∅16 cm

450147 · Mocca Cup 10 cl
450127 · Saucer Mocca ∅12.5 cm

450148 · Coff ee Cup 25 cl
450129 · Saucer Universal ∅14.5 cm

450422 · Coff ee Cup 20 cl
450423 · Coff e Saucer ∅15 cm

450030 · Espresso Cup 10 cl
450017 · Espresso Saucer ∅13 cm

450029 · Coff ee Cup 26 cl
450019 · Saucer Universal ∅16 cm
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CUPS & SAUCERS
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CUPS & SAUCERS

450115 · Tea/Cappuccino Cup 32 cl
450116 · Tea/Cappuccino Saucer ∅16 cm

490821 · Colour Mug Set 32 cl 450071 · Dance Mug Set 32 cl
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BOWLS

450045 · Soup Cup with 2 handles 26 cl
450019 · Saucer Universal ∅16 cm

450046 · Soup Cup with 2 handles 25 cl
450415 · Saucer Universal ∅15 cm

450042 · Bowl ∅ 13 cm
450019 · Saucer Universal ∅16 cm

450075 · Round Bowl
∅12 cm

450074 · Round Bowl
∅16 cm

450076 · Round Bowl
∅18 cm

450077 · Round Bowl
∅23 cm

451002 · „Lion Head” Small 3 cl
∅5.5 cm

451001 · „Lion Head” Large 10 cl
∅7 cm

450047 · Soup Bowl „Lion Head” 35 cl 450048 · Soup Bowl „Lion Head” 50 cl

450044 · Soup Cup with 2 handles 26 cl
450019 · Saucer Universal ∅16 cm
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BOWLS

450078 · Round Bowl
∅25 cm

450704 · Round Bowl
∅31.5 cm H: 13.5 cm

450180 · Bowl
∅16 cm

450703 · Round Bowl
∅31.5 cm H: 15.5 cm

450178 · Bowl
∅16 cm

450179 · Bowl
∅16 cm

450700 · Round Bowl
∅13 cm H: 7 cm

450701 · Round Bowl
∅25.5 cm H: 9 cm

450702 · Round Bowl
∅25.5 cm H: 13.5 cm
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450001 · Dinner Plate
∅28 cm

450009 · Pizza Plate
∅32 cm

450010 · Round Plate
∅31.5 cm

450002 · Dinner Plate
∅26 cm
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450003 · Breakfast Plate
∅20 cm

450006 · Deep Plate
∅22 cm

450013 · Breakfast Plate
∅19 cm

450014 · Bread Plate
∅15 cm

450012 · Dinner Plate
∅24 cm

450008 · Breakfast Plate
∅30 cm
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490817 · Pizza Plate
∅32 cm / Set 4-pcs.

450085 · Pasta Plate
∅29 cm

450086 · Pasta Plate
∅25 cm

450736 · Egg Plate
∅18 cm

450737 · Egg Plate
∅21 cm

490809 · Pasta Plate
∅29 cm / Set 4-pcs.
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450020 · Plate
∅27 cm

450705 · Round Plate
∅40 cm H: 4 cm

450021 · Plate
∅20 cm

450706 · Round Plate
∅45 cm H: 5.2 cm

450140 · Oval Plate
∅22 cm

450141 · Oval Plate
∅26 cm



450144 · Oval Plate
∅42 cm

450406 · Square Plate
∅16 x 16 cm

450400 · Rectangular Plate
∅28 x 18.5 cm

450407 · Square Plate
∅21 x 21 cm

450142 · Oval Plate
∅30 cm

450143 · Oval Plate
∅36 cm

HOTEL
INN
PLATES
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450740 · Rectangular Plate 
∅30 x 17.5 cm

450443 · Square Plate
∅24 x 24 cm

450741 · Rectangular Plate 
∅35.5 x 21 cm

450738 · Rectangular Plate
∅20 x 10 cm

450739 · Rectangular Plate 
∅25 x 14 cm

450093 · Fondue Plate Square
∅21.5 x 21.5 cm
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SPECIAL ITEMS

450106 · Ramequin
∅6 cm

450707 · Dressing Pot
100 cl

450105 · Ramequin
∅9 cm

450708 · Dressing Pot
  150 cl

450053 · Sugar-/Marmelade Pot 451003 · Gravy Boat 6 cl
∅14 cm

450054 · Creamer 15 cl 451004 · Dip Dish
∅11 cm

450104 · Ramequin
∅12 cm

451009 · Bowl Square
∅10 cm

450103 · Ramequin
∅16 cm

451005 · Dish Oval
∅11 cm





SOLA SWITZERLAND AG

Seetalstrasse 39 
CH-6032 Emmen/Luzern
Tel:  +41 (0) 41 268 8383
Fax:  +41 (0) 41 268 8389
Email:  info@sola.ch

SOLA SWITZERLAND EU

Novozámocká 1065
SK-95112 Ivanka pri Nitre
Tel:  +421 (0) 37 285 1412
Fax:  +421 (0) 37 285 1410
Email:     info@solaswiss.com www.solaswiss.com


